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Abstract
The objective of this document is to describe and show the functionality of the advanced
version of the integrated multimodality communication of the KRISTINA avatar. The
discourse and speech generation handle all languages covered in KRISTINA. The avat
avatar
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developed realizes a holistic animation engine that will cover not only the facial animation,
but the whole body animation.
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Executive Summary
Due to the fact that the combination of the human voice and face provides a richer
multimedia experience than each mode in isolation, and that verbal and nonverbal
communication is not independent, expressive virtual characters have the potential to
provide more believable and realistic interfaces when combining different modalities. To this
end, facial expressions, gestures, and lip movements of an avatar have to be tightly
synchronized with the phonemes of a spoken utterance. Moreover, natural language
discourse generation and text-to-speech synthesis should be addressed as a holistic spoken
dialogue discourse intertwining incremental text generation with incremental speech
synthesis.
Taking into account all the above-mentioned issues, this public document (D6.3) describes
and shows the functionality of the advanced version of the integrated multimodality
communication of the KRISTINA avatar. The discourse and speech generation handle all the
languages covered in KRISTINA: English, German, Spanish, Polish, Turkish and Arabic. The
multi-axial animation engine is realized for facial and gesture animation of the avatar.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
ANLG
API
ASR
BML
CTS
DM
DRK
ECA
FAC
GTI
HCI
IP
LF
MTT
NLG
RDF
SSI
SSML
TALN
TTS
UC
UPF
VSM
VXML

Affective Natural Language Generation
Application Programming Interface
Automatic Speech Recognition
Behavioural Markup Language
Content-To-Speech
Dialogue Manager
Deustches Rotes Kreuz, Kreisverband Tübingen (project partner)
Embodied Conversational Agent
Facial Action Coding
Grup de Tecnologies Interactives (UPF research group)
Human Computer Interaction
Intonation Phrase
Lexical Functions
Meaning-To-Text
Natural Language Generation
Resource Description Framework
Social Signal Interaction
Speech Synthesis Markup Language
Tractament Automàtic del Llenguatge Natural (UPF research group)
Text-to-Speech synthesis
Use Case
Universitat Pompeu Fabra (project partner)
Visual Scene Maker
Voice Extensible Markup Language
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1

INTRODUCTION

Embodied Conversation Agents (ECAs) such as virtual characters or avatars adhere to good
HCI design principals, in that they engage the use through the medium of conversation and
appeal to the emotion aspect of social interaction (Fuchs and Obrist, 2010). Due to the fact
that the combination of the human voice and face provides a richer multimedia experience
than each mode in isolation, expressive virtual characters have the potential to provide
more believable and realistic interfaces.
So, it is undisputed in the literature that verbal and nonverbal communication is not
independent. However, while research in communication insists on the integrative nature of
the different communication modalities (Kendon, 1977, 2004; Knapp, 1978; Jones and
LeBaron, 2002; McNeal, 2005; Esposito and Esposito, 2011), in the sense that only when
combined together they convey the complete message, in ECA research their dependency is
more often a problem of synchronisation (André and Martin, 2014). Thus, gestures, facial
displays and lip movements of an agent have to be tightly synchronized with the phonemes
of a spoken utterance. Even small failures in the synchronisation may make the agent appear
little natural and negatively influence how the agent is perceived by a human observer.
Regarding the generation of spoken social and emotive discourse, this can be considered a
complex content-to-speech (CTS) mapping exercise (Grote et al., 1997; Hirose et al., 2003;
Takada et al., 2007; Buschmeier et al., 2012), since it is undisputed that the deeper
structures encode features that influence expressive speech (McKeownand Pan, 2000;
Theune et al., 2002; Cavazza et al., 2009; OvesdotterAlm, 2002, 2012). Nonetheless, due to
the complexity of the problem at the stage of deep generation on the one hand, and the
advances in text-to-speech to introduce prosodic and intonation features at the stage of
speech generation, on the other hand, it has been more common to divide this exercise into
two separate tasks: (a) natural language discourse (or text) generation (NLG) from abstract
structures, and (b) text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis, which utters the text produced by NLG. In
line with the dominance of the tendency to separate CTS into NLG and TTS, only a few works
(among them, Buschmeier et al., 2012) address the problem of a holistic spoken dialogue
discourse that intertwines incremental text generation with incremental speech synthesis.
However, these works do not deal with expressive discourse.
Taking into account all the above-mentioned issues, one of the main objectives of KRISTINA
is to develop technologies that facilitate expressive and socially adequate communication of
the agent with the users. To this end, this deliverable draws up the following tasks foreseen
in KRISTINA work package 6 (Expressive Communication Generation), which end up with the
advanced version of the KRISTINA avatar:
-

T6.2
T6.3
T6.4
T6.5

Coordination of the modalities in communication generation
Expressive discourse generation
Expressive speech synthesis
Development of an expressive avatar

The document follows the task T6.1 (Empirical study of the communication of experts in
dialogues with users), reported in a public deliverable (D6.1), which contained the analysis of
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the linguistic phenomena observed in the recorded samples in the context of KRISTINA in
order to obtain the repertoire of linguistic constructions to be mastered by the KRISTINA
agent when interacting with the end users.
To cover the description of the above-mentioned tasks, the rest of the document is
structured as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the KRISTINA's architecture showing
where the generation modules –which are the core of the present deliverable–, are placed.
Section 3 describes the work done on expressive discourse generation, highlighting the two
different implementations foreseen (rule-based and statistical). Section 4 shows the
implementation of two different off-the-shelf speech synthesizers, as well as the
improvements made in order to increase speech expressiveness. Section 5 details all the
steps involved in the avatar generation. Section 6 describes how the different modalities in
KRISTINA are synchronized; and in section 7 some conclusions are drawn up. In all sections
describing the work done in KRISTINA for the different modules (sections 3 to 6), we
describe the related work, the approach being used, the implementation in KRISTINA and
the results and evaluation when available.
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2

ARCHITECTURE AND COMPONENTS OF THE KRISTINA AVATAR

This section shows the general architecture of KRISTINA, in which the generation part is
placed, as well as a brief description of the generation modules.

2.1

General architecture of KRISTINA

Figure 1 below displays the general architecture of KRISTINA. The ASR and SSI modules are
used to analyze the input from the move of the human dialogue counterpart obtained via
the microphone and camera of the device. The output of verbal, facial and gestural
individual modules are fused using semantic reasoning techniques and stored in user's
knowledge repositories. By means of the Interaction Manager (VSM), the content obtained
from the move is assessed, and the planning of the agent's reaction is carried out, prompting
information searches and interacting with the reasoning module. The last step of the process
takes places in the generation side, where the appropriate modi (verbal, facial and gestural)
are selected to communicate the individual fragments of the reaction, in which the
generation of the communication by the different modi is coordinated.

Figure 1: General architecture of KRISTINA.
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2.2

Generation modules in KRISTINA

The first step in the generation side includes the selection of the appropriate modi (verbal,
facial and gestural). Mode selection in the basic version was a by-default assignment of modi
to the individual content types. For instance, a greeting is verbal, accompanied by a gesture;
a request is verbal, etc. In the advanced version a rule-based system has been defined in
order to assign modi in terms of content types and user profile. User profile is defined in
terms of gender, age, culture and personality plus a Valence and an Arousal value to define
the emotional state. Those values are feed to the modus selection module and evaluated
along with the dialogue act output by the dialogue manager to generate a set of parameters
that define KRISTINA’s non-verbal behavior. The concrete representation of gestures and
facial expressions of the avatar are generated according to the values of those parameters.
With this approach, we aim to capture user’s cultural traits and personality and to adapt the
behavior of the avatar to them. The rules have been extended to cover content
interpretation, i.e., allowing the assignment of modi to specific words, in order to generate a
more accurate relation between KRISTINA’s non-verbal behavior and her uttered messages.
Once the verbal modus is selected, the next step is the text generation. Some of the
linguistic information carried out in this step is used to predict prosody, which will be used to
add prosodic information to the speech synthesis output (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Information flow in KRISTINA and sketch of the different generation modules.
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3

EXPRESSIVE DISCOURSE GENERATION

This section focuses on the extension of UPF’s multilingual discourse generators developed
for multilingual report generation in a series of European projects to an incremental
expressive generator that is coordinated with the other modalities used in KRISTINA’s
communication and with the Dialogue Manager (DM) (WP2).
The work has been carried out as foreseen in D6.2; thus, the present deliverable contains
updated Approach (3.2) and Implementation (3.3) sections from D6.2. This deliverable also
contains a new Evaluation section (3.4), which reports on the evaluations performed for
Prototypes 1 and 2 (D8.5, D8.8), in prevision of Prototype 3, and in the framework of various
Natural Language Generation shared tasks that took place in 2017.
As a future work planned at the end of D6.2, grammars and lexical resources for the rulebased generation were going to be developed in Turkish and Arabic, and extended in Polish,
and the first version of the statistical modules for Turkish and Polish was going to be
developed. Discourse planning was also going to be addressed, and the DM-related content
selection and discourse structuring restrictions were going to be taken into account. In
addition, in order to facilitate expressive speech, prosodic markers were going to be derived
from the propositional and information structures at the different levels of the linguistic
description of the MTT model. However, the future work planned at the end of this previous
deliverable has been adapted to the needs of the project:





3.1

Due to the very limited interactions that involve the Knowledge-Base in Arabic and
Turkish, canned text-based generation has been setup in these languages, instead of
full-fledged generation; the derivation of prosodic markers has eventually been left
to the prosodic module (see Section 4).
Instead, we developed rules for German, in order to cover the Health Expert
scenario, we focused on making the system as reusable as possible and evaluating it
against reference NLG benchmarks.
Finally, discourse structuring has been addressed through the implementation of an
aggregation module that groups in the same sentence related elementary discursive
units.

Related work

NLG from abstract input structures has a long tradition in exploring mechanisms to tailor its
output to the needs of the targeted user, relying on user models that guide the selection of
the content relevant to the user in question, the ordering of this content and the choice of
the appropriate wording and style (see Wanner et al., 2010 for an overview). More recently,
emotions have been used as one of the means to generate user-adequate output. This has
led to the emergence of Affective Natural Language Generation (ANLG), where awareness of
the reader’s emotional state influences decisions taken with regard to the content
communicated and the traits of the linguistic output (Belz, 2003; de Rosis and Mellish, 2007).
However, compared to the range of textual means available to express emotions identified
by Besnier (1990), the affective generation models are still rather limited. They use so far
mainly content (see, e.g., Mahamood et al., 2008), whole predefined utterances (see, e.g.,
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Gebhard et al., 2008) or lexical cues (see, e.g., Fleishman and Hovy, 2002) to express
emotions.

3.2

Approach

Discourse generation starts from the ontological assertions that comprise the content of the
system dialogue acts as inferred through the interplay of the interaction manager and the
knowledge base, developed in the context of WP2 and WP5 respectively. The generation is
performed step by step, by successively mapping one level of representation onto the
adjacent one: Ontology -> Conceptual Structure -> Semantic Structure -> Deep-Syntactic
Structure -> Surface-Syntactic Structure -> Morphologic Structure -> Linearized Structure ->
Sentence. The underlying linguistic framework is the Meaning-Text Theory (Mel'čuk, 1988),
which foresees a very similar stratification in language description. In this subsection, we
describe the role of each transition.
3.2.1 From Ontology to Conceptual Structure (ConS)
The mapping of the ontological representation to a conceptual one is the first step towards
the projection of the input class and property assertions, which comprise the system
dialogue act, to language-oriented structures. The ontological-to-conceptual grounding is
based on the Description and Situation (DnS) pattern of DOLCE+DnSUltralite1 (dul). Under
the adopted DnS-based paradigm, each dul:Situation object corresponds to an n-ary
linguistic predicate, with its participating entities specified through the dul:Concepts that are
defined by the dul:satisfieddul:Description object. When mapping to the conceptual
structure, participating elements classified as arguments are mapped to linguistic arguments
(i.e. labelled edges that link the predicate to the argument), while circumstantials (e.g.
temporal attributes of an action, such as start time and duration) are treated as typed
predicative nodes, through which the linking between the predicate and the circumstantial
entity is realized. Thereby, as opposed to the content structure, the conceptual structure
encapsulates the first version of what will be found in the final sentence: only the elements
which will be mentioned (explicitly or not) are kept. Some other elements are removed
altogether (e.g. the situation and description elements), while others are captured in
another form. For instance, the information related to the ontological type of retrieved data,
such as the fact that an event is a habit of the care recipient, part of the background
knowledge utilized for inference, will only be realized as grammatical tense on the main verb
of the sentences (in the case of habits, present), and not mentioned as such. Table 1
summarises the main transformations rules used for mapping the DnS-based
representations to respective conceptual structures.

1

http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl
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DnS-based representation

Conceptual structure representation

Eventive relational contexts, i.e.
dul:Situations(onto:Sleep, onto:Eat,
onto:Walk, etc.) and participating entities

N-ary predicates and their arguments

Argumentative dul:Concept specialisations
(context:Agent, context:Beneficiary,
context:Theme, context:Destination, etc.)

Argument labels of referenced n-ary
predicates (Argument1, Argument2,
etc.)

Circumstantialdul:Conceptspecialisations
(context:FrequencyAttribute,
context:TemporalAttribute,
context:TemporalPattern, etc.)

Typed predicative nodes (Frequency,
StateTime/EndTime, TemporalOverlap/
TemporalOrder, etc.)

Table 1: DnS-based to ConS-based representation transformation mappings.
Grounding the conceptual representation on the DnS model and retaining a high level of
abstraction, allows for a principle interface between the ontology and the semantic
structures of the next layers, while rendering it sufficiently generic so that it allows for
generation in any language. As an example, consider Figure 3 that illustrates an excerpt of a
system response describing how often Eugene, the referenced care recipient, visits the toilet
during night, and its respective conceptual representation, illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 3: System response describing Eugene’s toilet visits during the night.
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Figure 4: Conceptual structure for the sentence “Eugene goes to the toilet once during the
night”.
3.2.2 From Conceptual Structure to Semantic Structure (SemS)
The conceptual structure is mapped to a language-specific structure according to the
available meanings (semantemes) in the concerned language (in KRISTINA, mainly Polish,
German, and Spanish). In order to illustrate the difference between a concept and a
semanteme, consider the case of the concept of measurement. For example, the wind, as a
physical event, can be measured, and this can be expressed in combination with the
meaning speed in English. By contrast, in some languages, no meaning is available in order to
realise speed in combination with wind. Mentioning wind with a rating is enough in order to
understand that we are talking about wind speed. In English too it is actually common not to
mention speed, and the organisation of the concepts must allow for choosing one way or
another of combining the meanings. In theory, a semanteme can be lexicalized by many
different words, see for instance the semantic dictionary entry ‘CAUSE’:
CAUSE { lex = cause_N | lex = cause_V | lex = contribute |lex = responsible | lex
= due | lex = because | etc.}

However, in KRISTINA, a simplified and more practical view has been applied, considering
that lexical units such as “cause_V” (cause as a verb) are the basic meaning units in the
semantic structure.
The semantic structure is unambiguous: each semanteme is the argument of a predicate and
is numbered by the valency (or subcategorization frame) of the predicate, through the
relation linking the two of them. Each language has its own set of predicates, and each
predicate has its own valency.
In order to realize a sentence, it is necessary to give it a communicative orientation: what
are we talking about? What do we say about it? The former is marked as theme of the
sentence, the latter as rheme, based on the conceptual relations and the nodes in each
connected graph. Each semanteme is included in a communicative span (theme, rheme,
specifier), which can contain any number of semantemes.
In Figure 5, the node “go” has been identified as being the main node of the sentence
(marked as “main_rheme” in the attribute editor on the left of the figure). All the nodes
have been assigned a part of speech and linked to an entry in a lexical resource: “go” is
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linked to the entry “go_VB_01” according to the PropBank nomenclature (Kingsbury and
Palmer, 2002).

Figure 5: A semantic structure that corresponds to the conceptual structure in Figure 4.
3.2.3 Discursive Unit aggregation
If several discursive units such as the one shown in Figure 5 (the group of nodes called
“Sentence” is what we call here a discursive unit) are fed to the generator, they will each be
realized by default as independent sentences. In order to group different units into complex
sentences, we implemented a new graph-transduction module that performs aggregation in
two steps. First, we look for shared pairs of predicate and subject argument in the input: if
the object arguments of two unlinked predicates have the same relation with their
respective predicates, they will be coordinated. For instance, if the generator receives two
separate units corresponding to Hans is allergic to nuts and Hans is allergic to gluten, these
two units will be rendered as one single sentence Hans is allergic to nuts and gluten.
Second, we check if an argument of a predicate appears further down in the ordered list of
discursive units. If so, the units are merged by fusing the common argument; during
linguistic generation, this results in the introduction of postnominal modifiers such as
relative and participial clauses or appositions (e.g. Hans, who is allergic to nuts, doesn’t eat
meat.). In order to avoid the formation of heavy nominal groups, we allow at most one
aggregation by argument. Referring expressions are introduced during linguistic generation
(see Section 3.2.5).
3.2.4 From Semantic Structure to Deep-Syntactic Structure (DSyntS): lexicalization and
sentence structuring
During the transition from Semantic Structure to Deep-Syntactic Structure, the semantic
graph with the communicative structure is mapped onto a tree: the main node of the rheme
will be the head of the sentence, that is, the main verb, while the rest of the rheme generally
corresponds to the objects and adverbs, and the theme to the syntactic subject. From this
root, the whole tree is built node after node.
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A lexicon indicates what a syntactic predicate requires to form a correct sentence in a
language (syntactic combinatorial); for instance, the verb cause, as most verbs, requires a
noun or a non-finite verb as its subject. The subject may also have arguments, also restricted
by the syntactic combinatorial.
Only meaningful units (lexemes) are part of the DSyntS; in other words, there are no
grammatical units at this point (bound prepositions, auxiliaries, etc.). The DSyntS can also
contain abstract lexemes (collocates), formalized as Lexical Functions (LFs). Those LFs are
given a value (a concrete label) during the DSyntS-SSyntS mapping (see Section 0) based on
the combination with other words. For instance, the abstract lexeme Magn, which means ‘a
high degree of’, would be realized as ‘heavy’ in combination with ‘rain’, but as ‘deep’ in
combination with ‘sleep’.
Figure 6 shows that “go” is the main syntactic node of the sentence, and that all other
elements are organized around it. Instead of a pure predicate-argument structure, the edge
label reflects the syntactic structure of the sentence, in particular the opposition between
arguments (I, II, IV) and modifiers (ATTR). Meanings such as extent_time and frequency are
verbalized as during and time, respectively.

Figure 6: A deep-syntactic structure that corresponds to the semantic structure in Figure 5.
3.2.5 From Deep-Syntactic Structure to Surface-Syntactic Structure (SSyntS): introduction
of idiosyncratic information
Once the structure of the sentence has been defined and all the meaningful words chosen,
non-meaningful, or grammatical, units have to be introduced. In the lexicon, an entry of a
word indicates which preposition, case, finiteness, number, etc. has to be inserted on its
dependent. For instance, if there is the DSynt configuration go_VB_01-IV->X, i.e. the verb
“go” with X as its fourth (IV) argument, as in Figure 5, the entry of go_VB_01 indicates that
the dependent X must be introduced by the preposition to, which is then a governed
preposition. Other non-lexical nodes are introduced, such as governed conjunctions,
auxiliaries, determiners, expletive subjects, etc.
Lexical Functions (LFs) must also be resolved during this transition: most words of the lexicon
are the keyword of one or more LFs. The value(s) of the LFs is stored in the entry of a word:
‘heavy’ as the value of the LF Magn in the entry of ‘rain’, for instance. ‘Pouring’ would be
another value for the same LF of the same word.
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Finally, the generic syntactic relations found in DSynt are refined into more idiosyncratic
relations which convey very accurate syntactic information, instead of semantic, as it is the
case with the argument numbers. For instance, the DSynt relation ‘I’ can be mapped to SBJ
(subject) if the verb is active, OBJ (object) if the verb is passive, NMOD if the head is a noun,
etc. A SBJ has the syntactic property to trigger an agreement on the verb, to undergo
demotion in some conditions, and to be realized before the verb in a neutral sentence. An
OBJ, on the contrary, appears by default after the verb, can undergo promotion, and is
cliticizable with an accusative pronoun. A NMOD cannot be promoted or demoted, does not
trigger any agreement and always has to be realized to the right of its governor.
Figure 7 shows the surface-syntactic structure with functional words and language-specific
syntactic relations.

Figure 7: A surface-syntactic structure that corresponds to the deep-syntactic structure in
Figure 6.
3.2.6 From Surface-Syntactic Structure to Morphologic Structure (MorphS)
Thanks to the idiosyncratic set of surface-syntactic relations, all agreements and orders
between the components of the sentence can be resolved. Every word of the sentence
contains all the indications to make the production of the final form possible. This can be
done either by creating a full-fledged dictionary containing entries under the form, e.g.,
‘go<VB><IND><PRES><3><SG> = goes’, or by using some automata based on inflection
schemas, such as Two Level Morphology, to automatically inflects forms. Capitalization can
be introduced when necessary.
Thanks to the idiosyncratic set of surface-syntactic relations, all orderings between the
components of the sentence can be resolved; for instance, in a given language, subject goes
before its governing verb, a determiner before its governing noun, etc.
Figure 8 shows that at this level, the words carry all the necessary information for inflection
(e.g. the attribute editor for the word “go”): part-of-speech, mood, tense, person, number.
The precedence relations are shown in red.
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Figure 8: A (linearized) morphological structure that corresponds to the surface-syntactic
structure in Figure 7.
3.2.7 From Morphologic Structure to Sentence
Once all the words are ordered, punctuation marks are introduced (periods and commas
around descriptive modifiers), the final form of the words is retrieved and the sentence is
ready to be delivered to the next module. In the case of the running example shown
throughout this section, the output would be “Eugene goes to the toilet one time during the
night”. Note that all numbers are written in letters for the speech module to be able to
process them correctly.

3.3

Implementation in KRISTINA

In this section, the numbers within parentheses refer to the different mappings sketched in
the previous section. We describe the methodologies followed for the deep and surface
generation processes, and report on the development of a new environment for the
implementation of the rule-based generator.
3.3.1 Deep Generation
For the deeper stages of generation, i.e. for going from the ontology to the deep-syntactic
structures used for surface generation, rule-based modules have been developed. This
includes the DnS-based translation rules for mapping the ontology representations to
conceptual structures for step (3.2.1) and graph-transduction grammars for steps (3.2.2,
3.2.3, 3.2.4). In combination with the graph-transduction rules, a semantic dictionary, that
includes equivalences between the entities in the semantic repository and the words of the
different languages of the project (e.g. frequency, see previous section), is required.
The DnS-based translation rules are manually crafted and realise the inverse transformation
of the one applied during the analysis of the verbal content of user utterances. In addition to
generating conceptual structures for system dialogue acts whose semantic content is
induced by means of inference over the system knowledge base, language-specific lexicons
for managing so called “independent” system dialogue acts, i.e. dialogue acts that do not
require domain-specific inference (e.g. Greet, SayGoodbye, Reject, etc.) and are realized as
canned text, have been included. In a similar manner, templates for slot filling-based
dialogue acts (e.g. weather forecast responses) have been included too. For the
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implementation of the ontology to conceptual structure translation the Jena API2 for RDF is
used for parsing the input DnS-based responses.
3.3.2 Surface generation
For generation from deep-syntactic structures (3.2.5, 3.2.6, 3.2.7), two different approaches
have been implemented, both based on a pipeline of graph transducers, which convert the
output of the text planning stage into a well-formed text, and both being implemented as
part of the MATE tools3.
The first approach consists of manually crafted graph-transduction grammars for each
transition between two consecutive layers. In combination with the rules, dictionaries of two
different types are required: one that describes syntactic properties of these words (lexical
dictionary), and one that contains the inflection patterns of each word (morphological
dictionary). We manually crafted language-specific dictionaries for all the KRISTINA
languages that cover the dialogues foreseen for the final prototype.
In order to reach a large-coverage, we have been experimenting on the extraction of
subcategorization patterns form lexico-semantic resources such as PropBank (Kingsbury and
Palmer, 2002), NomBank (Meyers et al., 2004) and VerbNet (Schuler, 2005); see (Mille and
Wanner, 2015). The following sample entry shows the syntactic properties of the verb
“give”, which has three nominal arguments, the third one being introduced by the
preposition “to”:
"give_VB_01":_verbExtArg_{
vncls = "13.1"
pbID = "give.01"
pbsenseID = "01"
lemma = "give"
gp = {
I = {
pos = NN
rel = SBJ
}
II = {
pos = NN
rel = OBJ
}
III = {
pos = NN
rel = IOBJ
prep = "to"
}
}
}

2

https://jena.apache.org

3

http://code.google.com/p/mate-tools/
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The method has proven to be useful in English, but not successful enough to be applied to
other languages so far, especially given the lack of parallel resources in PropBank and
NomBank for these languages. This graph-transduction system has been named the Fabra
Open Rule-based Generator (FORGe).
The second approach consists in performing each transition with statistical modules trained
on annotated data. Indeed, by aligning node by node a parallel corpus of two consecutive
levels of representation, it is possible to apply Machine Learning techniques and obtain
models for a statistical generator. For this purpose, multilingual corpora containing MTTbased linguistic annotations have been manually annotated by UPF (see D3.3).
In order to project a DSyntS onto its corresponding SSyntS in the course of generation
(where both DSyntSs and their corresponding SSyntSs are stored in the 14-column CoNLL’09
format (Hajič et al., 2009)), the following types of actions need to be performed by the
statistical generator (see Figure 9 for an illustration of steps 1-5; see (Ballesteros et al., 2015)
for publication on intermediate results of this research):
1. Project each node in the DSyntS onto its SSynS-correspondence. This correspondence
can be a single node, as, e.g., job->[NN] (where NN is a noun), or a subtree
(hypernode, known as syntagma in linguistics), as, e.g., time->[DT NN] (where DT is a
determiner and NN a noun, as in the time) or create>[VAUX VAUXVB IN] (where
VAUX is an auxiliary, VB a full verb and IN a preposition, as in to have been created).
In formal terms, we assume any SSyntS-correspondence to be a hypernode with a
cardinality ≥1.
2. Generate the correct lemma for the nodes in SSyntS that do not have a 1:1
correspondence with an origin DSyntS node (as DT and VAUX above).
3. Establish the dependencies within the individual SSyntS-hypernodes.
4. Establish the dependencies between the SSyntS-hypernodes (more precisely,
between the nodes of different SSyntS-hypernodes) to obtain a connected SSyntStree. For Spanish, after the DSyntS–SyntS we apply transition rules for the generation
of relative pronouns that are implied by the SSyntS. Since we cannot count on the
annotation of coreference in the training data, we do not treat other types of
referring expressions. The lemmas of nodes with 1:1 correspondence are the same in
both structures.
5. Establish the order between words given the surface-syntactic structure.
6. Inflect all the words.
The models and JAVA source code for the statistical deep sentence generator can be found
in https://github.com/talnsoftware/deepgenerator.
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Figure 9: Workflow of the data-driven generator.
Both the rule-based and the statistical generators are based on the MTT (Meaning-to-Text)
model.
Another strand of research in the context of this task has concerned the development of a
novel stochastic linearization strategy. In contrast to current state-of-the-art linearizers, our
implementation takes the distinctive features of different types of syntactic dependency
relations into account. Unfortunately we will not be able to complete this research during
the remaining time frame of the project.
The generation module covers all languages involved in interactions with the Knowledge
Base in the final prototype, that is, German, Polish, and Spanish. English has also been
covered in order to be able to evaluate our systems on reference datasets.
3.3.3 A new graph-transduction environment
We have been re-implementing the graph transducer MATE (Bohnet and Wanner, 2010) in
order for the transduction rules to be more expressive and compact, as well as for the tool
to perform the transductions faster; we will refer to this new tool as “MATE-2” in this
section.
MATE is a graph transducer programmed in Java. It contains different editors for graph
construction, rule and lexical resource writing, a debugger, as well as a tool for regression
tests. The rules (and their corresponding conditions) match a part of an input graph, and
create a part of the output graph. The main problem with MATE is its speed, which was not
adequate for a real-time system as KRISTINA. MATE-2 is currently in a very advanced state
but no publication describes it yet. Figure 10 shows a project open in MATE-2.
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Figure 10: A screenshot of MATE-2 (Graph Editor view)
MATE-2 contains:


A Project Browser

It is used to open and navigate in the different resources of a project. It's the part on the
left, which contains 3 list fields, some options and the Run Selection button. Each list
field corresponds to a resource used for the transduction:
o Structures: a list of input structures on which the rules can be applied in order to
create new structures.
o Dictionary Set: a list of lexical resources used by the rules.
o Rule Sets: a list of rule sets (= grammars); each rule set performs one
transduction.


A Resource Editor

Each of the three resources can be opened in an editor tab, by double clicking on it.
The Graph editor contains 5 fields (see Figure 10):
o Graph List: the list of graphs contained in one file (top left)
o Graph Global View: the global view of the selected graph (middle top left)
o Graph Node List: the list of nodes of the selected graph (middle bottom left)
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o Graph layout options (bottom left).
o Graph View: the complete graph view of the selected graph (right)
The Rule editor contains 2 main fields and some parameters (see Figure 11):
o Rule List: the rule tree (left)
Rule View: the complete rule view of the rule selected in the rule tree (right).

Figure 11: A screenshot of MATE-2 (Rule Editor view)
The Lexicon editor’s advanced view is still at an early development stage at this point.

3.4

Results and evaluation

For the purposes of KRISTINA, advanced (statistical) generation systems were successfully
developed; however, these systems tend to be greedy in terms of resources, and the texts
they output cannot be tuned to the particular needs of the general pipeline. Thus, we
dedicated a large part of our efforts to the rule-based system, which, instead of being a
simple baseline for the advanced generator, ended up being the main generation system in
the project.
In this section, we present three different evaluations:




a comparative evaluation of the (basic) rule-based system across prototypes,
summarizing the improvements made for each prototype;
several quantitative and qualitative evaluations of the rule-based system in 3 shared
tasks;
a quantitative evaluation of the advanced generation system
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3.4.1 Comparative evaluation of the (basic) rule-based system (FORGe)

Languages
supported
Number of
rules

ALL

% of
languageindependen
t rules
PL

DE

Main
linguistic
phenomena
supported

ES

Number of
lexical units
in lexicon
BLEU score

PL
DE
ES
EN

First Prototype (D8.5)

Second Prototype (D8.8)

Third Prototype

PL (EN)

PL, DE, ES, (EN)

PL, DE, ES, (EN)

612

1,060

1,373

- Con-SMorph (612) : 72%

- Con-SMorph (1060) : 66%

- Con-SMorph (1,373) : 70%






















Con-Sem(251) : 94%
Sem-DSynt (107) : 85%
DSynt-SSynt (160) : 36%
SSynt-DMorph (59) : 61%
DMorph-SMorph (35) : 51%

Con-Sem (358) : 93%
Sem-DSynt (157) : 73%
DSynt-SSynt (331) : 42%
SSynt-DMorph (130) : 54%
DMorph-SMorph (84) : 55%

 Basic sentence structures:
 All structures for P1
o Argumental dependents
 Advanced sentence structures:
o Temporal circumstancials
o Other circumstancials
 Lexicon-based introduction of
o Coordinations
functional elements:
o Embedded
clauses
o Functional prep/conj
(relatives)
o Modals
o Complex syntactic structures
 Verbal and det. agreements
 Advanced sentence structure:

o Argumental dependents

o Circumstancials
o Coordinations
o Embedded clauses
o Complex syntactic
structures
 Lexicon-based introduction of
functional elements:
o Functional prep/conj
o Modals and auxiliaries
 Verbal, adjectival and
determiner agreements
 Nominal compositionality
 Advanced sentence structures: 
o Argumental dependents

o Circumstancials
o Coordinations
o Embedded clauses
 Lexicon-based introduction of
functional elements:
o Functional prep/conj
o Modals, auxiliaries
 Verbal, adjective and
determiner agreements
113
244
385
21
324
31,78
35,53

Con-Sem (416) : 94%
Aggregation (212) : 91%
Sem-DSynt (177) : 75%
DSynt-SSynt (307) : 39%
SSynt-DMorph (172) : 48%
DMorph-SMorph (89) : 55%
All structures of P2
Advanced sentence planning

All structures of P2
Advanced sentence planning

All structures of P2
Advanced sentence planning

247 (not completed)
419
533
36,69

Table 2: Comparison between P1 and P2 generators. The table summarizes the
improvements of the components of the generator during the course of the project
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The rule-based generator had most of its components in place for Prototype 2 (P2). Here is a
summary of the improvements performed during the project:
Con-Sem (mapping from ontology-oriented to linguistic structures).
We implemented specific rules to verbalize some particular concepts in each language (e.g.
hours), to account for coordinated constructions, and to find the root of the syntactic tree in
a more efficient way.
Sem-DSynt (definition of sentence syntactic structure).
The variety of types of syntactic structures to be generated has been increased; in particular,
different combinations of coordinations with other types of syntactic structures such as
embedded clauses, shared arguments, or circumstancials.
DSynt-SSynt (introduction of idiosyncratic information).
The number of rules doubled between the first two prototypes due to the fact that more
languages are covered, and many rules are language-specific (cf. third row of the table - % of
language-independent rules), as for instance the rules from the DSynt-SSynt mapping, for
introducing the fine—grained syntactic relations and the functional elements (auxiliaries,
modals, functional prepositions and conjunctions, determiners). Rules have also been added
that perform a post-processing of the surface-syntactic structures, in order to correct
possible errors during previous steps: for instance, disconnected nodes are reattached to the
most probable governor, conjunctions or prepositions without dependents are removed,
etc.
SSynt-DMorph (resolution of word ordering and morpho-syntactic agreements).
The rules at this level are also highly language-dependent, since the ordering and
agreements depend on the fine-grained syntactic dependencies which can themselves be
different in each language. Because more constructions and languages are supported for the
second prototype, the number of rules at this level also increased significantly. However, the
percentage of language-independent rules (P1:61%, P2:54%, P3:48%) may seem surprisingly
high; the reason is that research has been carried out in order to shift as many idiosyncratic
properties as possible in the lexicons, which are already language-specific. As a result, more
rules, especially some basic linearization rules, can be generic and language-independent.
DMorph-SMorph (retrieval of superficial forms).
The coverage of morphological dictionaries has been increased in order to cover strictly the
KRISTINA requirements. The size of the morphological dictionaries is proportional to the size
of the lexicons, shown in the 5th row of the table (Number of lexical units).
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The last row of Table 2 compares the large-scale evaluation of the English generator to the
ones presented in D8.5 and D8.8.4 We used a classical Penn Treebank split of a development
set of 39,279 sentences and a test set of 2,399 sentences, which we processed with the WP3
semantic analysis component of KRISTINA to serve as an input to the generator. During the
course of the project, the BLEU score of the generator increased from 31.78 to 36.69, which
represents an improvement of the score of over 15%. After analyzing the details of the
generations, it turns out the BLEU increase is almost exclusively due to the improvements of
the Sem-DSynt module, and more particularly to the improvement of the coverage of the
rules that build syntactic modifiers; these rules were unable to process some complex
structures in the previous version. Unfortunately, large-coverage lexical resources are
currently only available for English. For the other languages of KRISTINA, the shortage of
lexical resources prevents the evaluation of the rule-based system on a large scale at this
point.
3.4.2 Results in the 2017 shared tasks
In 2017, three generation shared tasks took place:





SemEval: http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2017/task9/
This task consisted in generating English text from Abstract Meaning representations;
6 systems were evaluated.
WebNLG: http://webnlg.loria.fr/pages/challenge.html
In this challenge, the teams were asked to generate English texts starting from
DBPedia triples consisting of different combinations of 373 distinct RDF properties;
10 systems were evaluated.
E2E: http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/InteractionLab/E2E/
In this challenge, the teams were asked to generate English texts starting from RDF
triples consisting of different combinations of 8 distinct properties; 20 systems were
evaluated.

UPF took part to the three tasks with the FORGe generator, developed in the framework of
the KRISTINA project. FORGe is consistently the only rule-based generator in the different
competitions. Other systems are statistical generators, based on SVM, RNN, or SMT
techniques for example. Statistical systems are usually much better than rule-based systems
according to n-gram-based evaluation metrics, which are used in all competitions.
For the SemEval Task, FORGe ranked third according to both automatic and human
evaluations. It obtained a very low BLEU score of 4.74, below the (low) average of 11.36. The
task was extremely challenging, as the inputs came from annotated written text, in which
the sentences can be very complex. The output quality of our generator was not very good.

4

The numbers reported here for P1 and P2 systems are different from the ones reported in D5.5 and D8.8; this
is due to the fact that in the context of the present deliverable, we applied a normalization step on the data to
be evaluated, which had not been done previously. For D6.3, we thus run the P1 and P2 evaluations with the
normalization step.
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For the human evaluation, however, FORGe obtained scores above average (44.9 for the
main metric, TrueSkill, based on simple rankings of outputs of different systems, for an
average of 40.67). See (Mille et al., 2017).
The setup of the other 2 shared tasks are much more similar to the KRISTINA configuration,
as they both consisted on generating from Knowledge Base representations. For WebNLG,
FORGe ranked third according to BLEU (38.65) and TER (0.55), and first according to METEOR
(0.39), which is also a n-gram based metric, but which takes into account phenomena like
synonymy. Our system ranked first according to all human evaluations, achieving rating very
close to the ratings given to human-produced sentences. See (Mille and Dasiopoulou, 2017),
(Mille and Wanner, 2017).
Finally, for E2E, FORGe obtained a similar BLEU and METEOR scores as in WebNLG (42.1 and
0.37 respectively), but ranked in the 17th position, in a task clearly designed for statistical
systems. In the human evaluation, FORGe ranked 10th according to quality and 19th
according to naturalness. The quality of the output of our generator was of the same quality
as for WebNLG, and it still needs to be analyzed why the human evaluation is so poor in the
case of this challenge (the results have just been released, but not the system outputs at this
point).
3.4.3 Evaluation of the statistical (advanced) generator
We performed experiments in Spanish and English, evaluating steps 1 to 5 of the statistical
generator. Since there is no existing generator that takes deep-syntactic structures as input,
we used as baseline our rule-based graph-transduction generator.
The Spanish treebank, AnCora-UPF (Mille et al., 2013) has been divided into: (i) a
development set of 219 sentences, with 3,437 tokens in the DSyntS treebank and 4,799
tokens in the SSyntS treebank (with an average of 21.91 words by sentence in SSynt); (ii) a
training set of 3,036 sentences, with 57,665 tokens in the DSyntS treebank and 84,668
tokens in the SSyntS treebank (with an average of 27.89 words by sentence in SSynt); and a
(iii) a held-out test for evaluation of 258 sentences, with 5,878 tokens in the DSyntS treebank
and 8,731 tokens in the SSyntS treebank (with an average of 33.84 words by sentence in
SSynt).
For the English treebank (Johansson and Nugues, 2007), and a UPF annotation of the deepsyntax), we used a classical split of (i) a training set of 39,279 sentences, with 724,828 tokens
in the DSynt treebank and 958,167 tokens in the SSynt treebank (with an average of 24.39
words by sentence in SSynt); and (ii) a test set of 2,399 sentences, with 43,245 tokens in the
DSynt treebank and 57,676 tokens in the SSynt treebank (with an average of 24.04 words by
sentence in SSynt). In Table 3 and Table 4, we show the system performance on both
treebanks in terms of standard n-gram-based metrics, BLEU (simple) and NIST (weighted),
and by calculating the proportion of sentences that match exactly the gold standard
sentence (Exact). For all the measures, a higher number corresponds to a better result.
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Test Set
surface gen.
baseline deep gen.
deep gen.

BLEU
0.91
0.69
0.77

NIST
15.26
13.71
14.42

Exact
56.02%
12.38%
21.05%

Table 3: Overview of the results on the English test set excluding punctuation marks after
the linearization.
Test Set
surface gen.
baseline deep gen.
deep gen.

BLEU
0.762
0.515
0.542

NIST
12.08
10.60
11.24

Exact
15.89%
2.33%
3.49%

Table 4: Overview of the results on the Spanish test set excluding punctuation marks after
the linearization.

3.5

Future work

Towards the final system, the generation grammars and lexicons will be extended as needed
for providing the coverage required by the final use case dialogues. In addition, for the
verbalisation of system responses that involve indirect clarifications over the knowledge
base topics taxonomy (namely responses of the class responses:SpecifyingInformation, see
deliverable D5.4), generation of direct and indirect lexicalisations is under way, so as to
deliver the cultural adaptability decisions of the Dialogue Manager (see deliverable D2.5).
The evaluation of the generation module on the KRISTINA data will take place within the
evaluation of the final prototype. Furthermore, by the end of the project, we will train
advanced modules in Polish and German. These advanced modules are the results of
research experiments that aim at ensuring a broader coverage for the generator, at the
expense of quality; they could be integrated into the KRISTINA pipeline in the eventuality
that a coverage not allowed by the rules is needed.
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4

EXPRESSIVE SPEECH SYNTHESIS

The objective of Task 6.4, Expressive Speech Synthesis, is to integrate an open source off-theshelf Text-To-Speech (TTS) into the KRISTINA agent, as well as to ensure that the TTS can
handle as input syntactic structures enriched by prosodic contours. To this end, both the
academic license of CereVoice5 (from CereProc) and the open-source MaryTTS6 systems are
used in KRISTINA. Moreover, some research has been carried out in order to increase the
speech expressiveness by means of communicative structure and paragraph-based cues.
This section reports the related work on these issues, our approach and the technical
implementation of the TTS in KRISTINA.

4.1

Related work

4.1.1 Communicative structure and prosody
The influence of the information structure on intonation is widely reported in the literature
(Steedman, 2000; von Heusinger, 2007; Büring, 2007) under the heading of the “semanticssyntax-intonation language interface” (Lambrecht, 1994; Hajičová, 1998; Steedman, 2000;
Mel’čuk, 2001; Erteschik-Shir, 2007). Steedman (2000) proposes a grammar theory that
relates three different fields: syntax, semantics and intonation. Based on the theory stated
by Beckman and Pierrehumbert (1986) on intonation and information structure, Steedman
establishes a main and recurrent correspondence between theme and rheme on the one
side and intonation patterns on the other side. This correspondence has already been
exploited experimentally in speech synthesis applications that serve as front ends in
dialogue engines (Moore, 2004; White, 2010). However, it is not obvious that the experience
gained in these applications can be transferred to, for instance, monologue generation:
works such as Steedman (2000) are based on rather short sentences with simple structure
and a default word order (SVO for English), which are not common for the genre of
monologues.
4.1.2 Paragraph-based prosodic cues
Over the last decade, automatically generated speech has improved significantly, especially
in terms of voice quality and expressiveness. However, despite the good deal of effort spent
on building synthetic voices from large multi-paragraph speech databases (Prahallad et al.,
2007; Zhang et al., 2004; Prahallad et al., 2006), multi-sentential synthesized speech still
suffers from a high degree of unnaturalness. Current TTS systems attempt to improve
naturalness and expressiveness by increasing the prosodic variability based on inferred
affective states (Charfuelan, 2012; Chen et al., 2013). However, it has been shown that
simply varying sentence prosody, without accounting for paragraph structure, does not

5

https://www.cereproc.com/

6

http://mary.dfki.de/
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necessarily improve naturalness (Watts et al., 2015). Instead, it seems that a more discourse
structure aware approach is needed to make real improvements in speech synthesis.
Prosodic changes related to discourse in both conversational and read speech have long
been observed in phonetic studies. For instance, pitch resets –higher F0 and increased F0
range– are usually found at the beginning of the discourse unit, while pitch declination has
been observed across the discourse unit, ending with low F0 (Cole, 2015). Discourse
structure has also been associated with energy and timing features such as pausing, preboundary lengthening, and speech rate variations (Smith, 2004; Swerts, 1994). However,
most linguistically oriented studies have been based on small corpora, with relatively small
numbers of speakers, and in limited domains. Moreover, few studies have quantified the
predictability or robustness of these prosodic relationships.

4.2

Approach

4.2.1 Correlation between communicative structure and prosody
In contrast to other models of information structure that propose a binary partition of
propositions into “what is being talked about” (aka ‘theme’ or ‘given information’) and
“what is being said” (aka ‘rheme’ or ‘new information’) see, e.g. (Steedman, 2000); Mel’čuk
(2001) argues for a tripartite division (‘theme’, ‘rheme’, and ‘specifier’, which sets the
utterance’s context) that further permits embeddedness of spans. This type of hierarchical
thematicity structure has shown to correlate better with prosody than binary thematicity.
A study carried out in Domínguez et al. (2016b) suggests that if we apply a hierarchical threepartite thematicity structure in the sense of Mel’čuk, we may be able (i) to propose a more
accurate modelization of the thematicity-prosody correlation and (ii) to include not only
intonation, but other prosodic cues and thus explore a more varied range of parameters to
cope with monotonous synthetic prosody.
A thematicity-based prosody prediction is proposed on the premise that the reflection of the
thematicity structure by means of prosodic cues is relevant for the improvement of
synthesized speech. As a thematicity structure model, Mel’čuk’s hierarchical tripartite
structure is used. Prosody is captured in terms of the three central acoustic parameters F0,
intensity and speech rate. For this purpose, we use speech synthesis markup language
(SSML) prosody control tags that signal relative variations on the overall acoustic values
along a specified speech segment that coincides with a thematicity span.
4.2.2 Paragraph-based prosodic cues
A recent work carried by Farrús et al. (2016) confirmed the presence of prosodic cues for
paragraph structure in a large, varied corpus of semi-spontaneous speech by analysing a
corpus consisting of more than 1300 TED talks and 1100 different speakers. Prosodic
patterns were analyzed in terms of automatically extracted F0, intensity and timing features
of sentences with respect to paragraph position, as well as across paragraph boundaries. The
results suggested that paragraphs do have a basic, identifiable suprasentential prosodic
structure that can be described in terms of relative changes in F0, intensity, and timing, and
that overall, pause duration appears to be the most robust predictor of paragraph breaks.
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Our approach takes into account the results obtained in Farrús et al. (2016), and integrates
the most relevant prosodic features as SSML tags into the synthesiser input in order to
increase expressiveness and naturalness of the speech.

4.3

Implementation in KRISTINA

4.3.1 Technical implementation of the speech synthesiser
Two text-to-speech systems were chosen as off-the-shelf synthesizers: CereVoice and
MaryTTS. The availability of different voices in both systems makes them complementary for
the languages to be covered in KRISTINA, as it is shown in Table 5.
System/Voice

German

Spanish

Polish

Turkish

Arabic

CereProc

female

-

female

female

-

MaryTTS

female

female

-

male

female/male

Table 5: Available KRISTINA voices for each TTS system.
CereVoice is a commercial system supported by almost all significant platforms, including
mobile and Embedded Linux (Raspberry Pi, Arm, Blackfin, MIPS CPUs). It also supports
Speech Synthesis Markup Language (SSML)71.0/1.1, VoiceXML 2.0 (includes say-as entity
support for Interactive Voice Response integration) and CereVoice XML for speech tuning
and emotional synthesis. User lexicons can also be included. This speech synthesis solution
enables the system to manage several languages without the need of restarting the system
to select a different language. The internal architecture can manage several channels (one
for each language), which are open while the system is operating. These characteristics are
used to create the sound file in WAV format at 8/16/22 kHz linear PCM/wave audio output
and a 16-bitresolution.CereVoice is based on unit selection, and it was chosen for its high
voice quality. In order to ensure a better coverage of the KRISTINA domain, the new
generated voices in Polish and Turkish were trained using the transcriptions of KRISTINA
recordings.
MaryTTS is an open-source multilingual text-to-speech synthesis platform written in Java. It
is a multithreaded system, in which each request is processed in a thread of its own, which
allows the server to process multiple requests in parallel. The speech can be generated in
several audio formats, including 16-bit WAV, AIFF, AU, and MP3, and it supports both SSML
and MaryXML specific structures allowing prosody enrichment of the generated outputs.
MaryTTS was also selected for KRISTINA together with its statistically generated voice for its
higher flexibility in the prosody modification through SSML and MaryXML tags.
The KRISTINA speech synthesis module deals with two main functions. On the one hand, the
module generates the audio for the avatar, by receiving a CoNLL text file as an input (which

7

https://www.w3.org/TR/speech-synthesis/#S2
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is an .xml file). The speech is generated following the user sets for the language, valence and
arousal, which will be transmitted to the avatar. The latency for the speech generation is
very low (usually less than 500 ms in the whole language generation module) for any kind of
input text.
On the other hand, the module generates the control commands stream of the avatar. This
is organized in a structured JSON architecture, where each file has its own label to identify
the type of the next content. In this step, the following values are used as input: duration,
valence, arousal, processed sentence, separated phoneme timestamps, and the
corresponding feature vector that describes the key-point positions (main points in the
space) of the avatar.
The software implementation is realized through the Java API of CereVoice and MaryTTS.
The module is structured with a CoNLL parser in order to extract the data from the input file
and to generate the BML/VXML file to be synthesized. The module also contains a mapping
class to match the phonemes with their feature vectors, the phonologic releaser to process
the feature vectors and the output manager, together with the original voices and the
corresponding classes for the synthesizer.
4.3.2 Correlation between communicative structure and prosody
Preliminary tests using the Speech Synthesis Markup Language (SSML) in CereVoice proved
that the implementation of SSML tags was not yielding optimal results for the achievement
of the information structure-prosody correspondence. Consequently, further testing has
been carried out during the reporting period using MaryTTS. The MARY system uses an
internal XML-based representation language called MaryXML, which is the inbuilt adaptation
of the SSML convention as specified in the W3C Recommendation 7 September 20048. Table
6 includes the MaryXML tags that have been tested (from now on, the term SSML tag refers
to the specific format for MaryTTS, as this format does not differ greatly from the SSML
recommendation). In particular, the prosody and duration tags have been tested to modify
pitch, rate, intensity, a combination of the latter and break (pause) insertion. For testing
purposes, a module to convert manually annotated thematicity to SSML tags was scripted
and published in (Domínguez, 2017a).

8

http://www.w3.org/TR/speech-synthesis11/
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SSML Tags

Function

Effect

<boundary duration="400"/>

Pause insertion. Value in milliseconds

Yes

<prosody pitch="+15%">text to
be modified</prosody>

Control of the pitch in relative terms from 100% to +100%

Yes

<prosodyrate="-15%">text to
be modified</prosody>

Control of the speech rate in relative terms
from -100% to +100%

Yes

<prosodyvolume="-15%">text
to be modified</prosody>

Control of the intensity in relative terms
from -100% to +100%

No effect

<prosodypitch="+15%" rate="15%">text
to
be
modified</prosody>

Control of a combination of prosodic cues
(pitch and speech rate) in relative terms
from -100% to +100%

Yes

Table 6: List of SSML tags tested for expressive speech synthesis using MaryTTS.
The overall pipeline within the thematicity-based prosody enrichment module is described in
Figure 12. The thematicity-based prosody module takes as input an annotated file with
thematicity in txt or CONLL format to begin the processing. The core part of the tool is a pair
list of attributes and thematicity spans with their corresponding values. This parameter–span
list of values is built using a data-driven approach on a corpus of read speech, annotated
with thematicity. In the first place, the module splits text into sentences and assigns each
sentence a prosody attribute (either pitch, volume or speech rate). This attribute is varied in
each sentence so as to allow a range of prosodic variability achieved by means of different
prosodic elements. This variability is aimed at breaking the monotony of the synthesized
speech. Then, a query to the pair list that contains percentages for each thematicity span is
performed to assign the value of the selected attribute. In order to attain more variability,
the final value of the prosody attribute is randomly assigned within a range of ±5% from the
pair list entry value for each span, This range value is based on empirically previous tests, in
order to find a compromise between a significant variation and avoidance of exaggeration.

Figure 12: Thematicity-based prosody enrichment module.
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A corpus of read speech in English with a variety of thematicity partitions (Domínguez,
2017b) is used for testing the thematicity-based prosody enrichment module. The
distribution of prosodic parameters (z-scores of intensity, F0 and speech rate) in the whole
corpus is mapped onto the values that each attribute of the SSML tag will take. Initial testing
of SSML attributes proved that the most convenient prosody modifications were achieved
when only one attribute was modified along the same sentence, varying the values
according to the thematicity span. Table 7 presents the characterization of thematicity for
the spans selected for the implementation. Some values (especially those for speech rate)
were scaled to an appropriate percentage, because previous testing using SSML prosody tags
showed an undesired distortion when a very high attribute value (i.e., usually, beyond a 510% of the value per default) is inserted. For instance, if an increase of 95% in speech rate
was specified, the resulting speech would sound far too fast with an associated F0 increase,
and consequently unnatural and, sometimes, unintelligible.
Thematicity Span

Parameter

Z-score
value

SSML
value

Main Theme (T1)

F0

0.50

+50

Main Rheme (R1)

Speech rate

0.30

+10

Main Specifier (SP1)

Intensity

-0.10

-10

Embedded
(R1(T1))

R1

in

T1

Speech rate

0.25

15

Embedded
(R1(R1))

R1

in

R1

F0

-0.40

-15

Table 7: Example of conversion from mean z-scores to SSML attribute values.
4.3.3 Paragraph-based prosodic cues
The main objective of this implementation is to increase intelligibility by an elderly person
when listening to the newspaper reading as foreseen in the use case 1 (scenario 1). Elderly
people usually suffer from visual and auditory impairments. The “reading out loud the
newspaper” scenario is aimed at helping elderly who can read big fonts from a newspaper,
but have difficulties with smaller fonts. We hypothesise that a standard fluent synthesized
voiced might be difficult to understand for elderly with slight auditory impairments as well.
And in this respect, we expect to improve intelligibility (and therefore acceptance of the
ECA) by introducing longer pauses between paragraphs and slower speech rates at specific
key points in the piece of news.
Other UCs also involve reading tasks in the sense that it is not a generated dialogue what the
synthesiser needs to utter, but rather a piece of text. For example, in UC2 the information
requested by the user over a general health issue is retrieved from the Web in HTML format.
Therefore, to test the built-in capabilities of the synthesizer and thus foresee improvements
in expressiveness, some internal perceptiontests within our research group have been
carried out concerning the languages, UCs and texts detailed in Table 8.
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Language

UC

Text Content

English

UC1 SC1: reading news

General news on healthcare

German

UC1 SC1: reading news

Local news from Stuttgart area

Spanish

UC2 SC1: general information

Advice on travelling for pregnant women

Spanish

UC2 SC1: low back pain

General Information on low back pain

Table 8: Texts for testing reading expressiveness of the avatar.
For all settings involved, there are no linguistic features available to perform a prediction of
expressive prosody cues apart from the built-in capabilities of the synthesizer. Therefore, the
goal here is to perform an implementation that enhances the quality of the synthesiz er
based on our empirical research in paragraph cues using SSML tags. Figure 143shows an
example of SSML tag implementation in CereVoice.

Figure 13: Example of paragraph-based SSML tag implementation in a reading news
scenario.
In a first stage, we tested the following tags in this task: <use1 variant='1'>, <prosody
rate="x-slow"> and <break time="2s"/>. The <variant> tag does not significantly affect the
way the sentence is uttered. However, slowing down the speech rate does produce a slight
modification in the monotony of a long piece of news. Breaks also introduce a small pause,
which is intended to perform a role of attention catcher for the listeners.
Further improvements using paragraph cues have been pursued in the German MaryTTS
voice for its higher flexibility (with respect to CereVoice). Currently, MaryTTS splits up the
paragraphs (delimited by line breaks) at first when the server gets the request. Then, all
paragraphs are processed on by one as different texts, which shows up the awareness of the
system on multi-paragraph texts, but not the implementation of prosodic features. A linear
decay function is implemented in the prosody module in order to insert a mean and rage
pitch attribute at every phrase in the generated XML file, so that a pitch decay is simulated
over the units of the paragraph. However, the pitch range does not perform any effect on
the output when using a parametric voice because no code for it exists. Thus, the pitch
contour comes quite flat. Besides, there is no pause duration model for boundaries; that is,
all major break indexes get the same value (400 ms).
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The modifications and new implementations on MaryTTS have been performed preserving
the original structure and logic of the system. First, we created a new public variable to store
the number of paragraphs of the input text (obtained from the Request class of server
package located in the marytts-runtime project) so other classes can get this value. Then,
new break index levels where introduced: end of first-to-middle (6), middle-to-middle (7),
middle-to-last (8) paragraph, and end-to-text (9). German boundary rules were modified to
set these new levels to their corresponding end-of-paragraph declarative sentences.
Boundary pause lengths were set depending on the major break index level: 240 ms (4), 520
ms (5), 1240 ms (6,7,8), and 300 ms (9). Moreover, a new class was created in maryttsruntime to handle paragraph prosody features before the system output. This class consists
in several methods to modify the speaker rate and the pitch range inspired by (Farrús et al.,
2016), both modified in function of sentence location inside the paragraph and the number
or words. The speaker rate is set by adding or subtracting length in each phoneme estimated
duration, and the pitch range is set by rotating a polynomial representation of the generated
F0 contour to tilt it more down, thus, covering a higher range of frequencies while keeping
the mean F0. Phoneme duration modification and pitch range values were set empirically
but preserving the behavior in (Farrús et al., 2016). This modified version of MaryTTS is
currently under evaluation.

4.4

Evaluation

The evaluation of general speech synthesis perception was carried out as part of the
evaluation of the KRISTINA system with users in the first and second prototypes, and
reported in the corresponding confidential deliverables (D8.5 and D8.8). See the
questionnaire in the Annex, where questions related to the naturalness and expressiveness
of KRISTINA’s voices are included). KRISTINA will be further evaluated in the same way in the
final prototype, and results will be presented in the corresponding public deliverable (D8.9).
Additionally, a mean opinion score (MOS) perception test experiment using CereVoice was
carried out after the completion of both first and second prototypes to test the quality of the
released voices. The MOS test was based on a 1-5 scale for both intelligibility and
expressiveness, being 1 the lowest rated value and 5 the highest one. A total number of 18
native listeners took part in the experiments.
Table 9 shows the results obtained in the perception tests in the second prototype for
German, Spanish, Polish and Turkish voices. A total number of 40 sentences (10 for each
language) were evaluated. For German and Polish we distinguished between canned and
generated sentences, and for Spanish a distinction was made between canned and
information retrieval (IR) based sentences, (since no generated sentences were available), in
order to analyze whether the type of sentence affected in the listener perception. For
Turkish, all sentences were canned. The results show that only significant differences were
found in terms of intelligibility between canned and IR sentences in Spanish, probably due to
some misspellings usually encountered in IR sentences.
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Language type
German
Spanish
Polish
Turkish

Intelligibility

Expressiveness

canned

4.1

3.2

generated

4.8

3.6

canned

4.7

3.5

IR

4.2

3.5

canned

5.0

3.0

generated

5.0

3.6

canned

3.7

2.4

Table 9: Intelligibility and expressiveness for each language.
When comparing the perception test results with the ones obtained in the first prototype
(with 39 native listeners, Table 10), we observe significant improvements in all languages
regarding both intelligibility and expressiveness.
Intelligibility

Expressiveness

1stprot

2ndprot

1stprot

German

4.0

4.4

3.1

3.4

Spanish

3.7

4.5

2.9

3.5

Polish

3.4

5.0

2.9

3.3

Turkish

---

3.7

---

2.4

Language

2ndprot

Table 10: Intelligibility and expressiveness for each language in 1st and 2nd prototypes.
The evaluation of a selection of sentences with thematicity-based prosody modification is
done by means of a perception test as reported in (Domínguez, 2017c). Thirty synthesized
speech samples have been evaluated in a perception test taken by thirty participants.
Thematicity-based prosody modifications were compared to the default output by MaryTTS
(which is the baseline for comparison). Modifications included F0, speech rate and breaks
corresponding to thematicity spans in isolation and in combination. Intensity was excluded
from the evaluation as we didn’t perceive significant changes in the modified synthesized
sentence. The perception test consisted in a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) test rating within a
Likert scale from 1 to 5 at the level of expressiveness (defined as effectively conveying
meaning). A total amount of 1,440 answers (30 participants evaluating 30 raw speech
samples together with several modifications for each of the samples) are considered in the
evaluation.
Results from the MOS test are depicted in Table 11. T-tests were performed to observe the
level of significance with a confidence of 95%. Bold figures represent statistically significant
improvements over the baseline (t-test, p <0.05), and figures in italic represent those results
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in which the lower value is also statistically significant (t-test, p <0.05) with respect to the
baseline. F0 and speech rate modifications are rated higher than the default voice. Looking
at each specific sentence, thematicity-based modifications tend to be rated higher. The
results tend to vary within the different sentences involved: sentences 1 and 6 show
statistically significant differences with respect to the baseline for F0 and break
modifications (in sentence 1) and for speech rate in sentence 6, whilesentence 3 shows
statistically significant worse results for modifications concerning speech rate and break
compared to the baseline.
Baseline F0
Sentence 1
Sentence 2
Sentence 3
Sentence 4
Sentence 5
Sentence 6
Average

2.03
2.97
2.93
2.83
3.03
2.40
2.70

2.67
3.07
2.83
2.67
2.87
2.67
2.79

Speech
rate
2.30
3.10
2.40
2.90
2.73
3.17
2.77

Break

Combined

2.53
2.83
2.37
2.70
3.00
2.73
2.69

2.43
3.00
2.90
2.60
3.06
2.17
2.61

Table 11: Evaluation: MOS test results.
F0, break and speech rate enrichments based on thematicity spans are perceived, in general,
as more expressive than the baseline. This contributes to the idea that communicative spans
are important in generating expressive synthesized speech, and that a variety of prosodic
cues contributes to signaling the information structure–prosody correspondence. However,
the inadequate prosody rendering of the default synthesized output often linked to
punctuation marks often impedes that the expected prosody modification is conveniently
produced. Therefore, statistically significant results are seldom obtained when comparing
the prosody enriched sentences to the baseline. Modifications of speech rate perform better
than initially expected in the perception of thematicity-based prosody enrichment. This good
performance of speech rate supports the argument that prosody variation goes beyond F0
contours and break insertion.

4.5

Future work

In this section we have presented the speech generation module addressed in the advanced
version of the avatar. All the languages foreseen in KRISTINA are currently covered, in both
male and female gender in the case of Turkish and Arabic, as required by the user partners.
A series of tests have been carried out in order to improve expressiveness in terms of
prosody enrichment by means of information structure and paragraph cues. We are
currently working on their fully automatization and integration in the KRISTINA pipeline.
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5

AVATAR DEVELOPMENT

The objective of Task 6.5, Development of an Expressive Avatar, is to create an automated
animation system capable of procedurally animating a virtual character based on the input
from other Work Packages and Tasks, particularly WP4 and Tasks 6.1 and 6.2, thus becoming
an Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA).
For the basic version, the GTI-UPF has considered the following main aspects:





5.1

A pipeline for the flexible and cost-effective creation of a variety of virtual characters.
A web-based system for the automated animation based on simple blend-shapes and
bones.
(Automated) Facial expression animation based on valence-arousal compatible with
lip-syncing.
Work towards expressive gesture generation.

Related work

5.1.1 Pipeline
The first element towards virtual characters is its 3D design. Creating virtual characters from
scratch is a time consuming task, which requires expertise and artistic talent. Nevertheless,
there exist tools that facilitate the creation of virtual characters, such as Poser9 and
Makehuman10. These software solutions are becoming more and more mature, saving a lot
of time for the creation of virtual characters. In a video-game production, artists design and
adapt the virtual character’s features according to the needs of the game engine, with
different skeletons, rigging, facial expressions and other custom features. There are some
common features that all virtual characters share, but they may differ depending on the
application. These software solutions could also be seen as a standardization of 3D virtual
human assets, from the technical and artistic points of view.
Poser is designed to create virtual characters, animations, scenes and short films. It has prerigged figures, body morphs, face morphs and poses. It also has tools to manually modify the
geometry of the face and body. Makehuman is a tool specifically designed to create virtual
characters. It has high-level controls to modify ethnicity features, age, gender and other
generic aspects of the virtual character, which permit to create characters with different
features quite quickly. It includes several bone models and a basic set of clothes and
hairstyles. It exports into many formats and the virtual character can be easily imported into
3D editing tools. Based on our direct tests, aquick comparison of features allows us to
consider Makehuman to be more flexible to cater for a multicultural users’ project such as
KRISTINA, and to design suitable characters for different types of users.

9

Poser. URL: <http://my.smithmicro.com/poser-3d-animation-software.html>

10

Makehuman. URL: <http://www.makehuman.org/>
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In the last stages of the project, GTI-UPF has been analyzing the potential of Mixamo11
(acquired by Adobe in June 2015), which is another tool whose maturity has been increasing
during the time of KRISTINA. Creating characters with Mixamo could offer more flexibility in
their animation, as it provides more integration of the characters with its database of
animations. This could lead to support with better quality and more efficiently the demands
on the animation system posed by the recently implemented mode selector. The initial tests
have had positive results, and it is likely that the final characters (and animations) will be
created using Mixamo, due to the better integration properties of the skeletons with the
animations it offers, so that different animations can be configured depending on the
requirements of the mode selector. Thus, Mixamo will become an enrichment of the virtual
characters pipeline developed within the project.
A second element in a pipeline for flexible and cost-effective creation of virtual characters is
a 3D editor, as each game engine might need different technical features for the virtual
character, such as blend shapes for facial expressions, custom clothes, rig modifications and
animations. Autodesk Maya12 is a professional tool with special packages such as
MotionBuilder13 for 3D character animation, although the exporting options are not as
complete as in Blender14. Blender is an open source 3D editor with plugins for Makehuman
(and Mixamo as well) and special tools for 3D character design and animation; thus Blender
seems especially suited to become the second element in the pipeline for creating virtual
characters within KRISTINA.
5.1.2 Web based system
Using the web instead of standalone software to render a virtual character permits
portability and flexibility, as most devices have a connection to the Internet and a web
browser. In recent years, 3D graphics have become an increasingly important part of the
multimedia web experience, and the introduction of WebGL –“a cross-platform, royalty-free
web standard for a low-level 3D graphics API based on OpenGL ES2.0, exposed through the
HTML5 Canvas element as Document Object Model interfaces”, as stated by the Khronos
group15– has permitted a widespread use of higher quality 3D graphics on the web because
the API allows directly addressing low-level graphics devices. For further discussion about 3D
graphics on the web, we refer to our detailed review (Evans et al. 2014). A key position of
the paper is that “web-based 3D graphics applications finally have the opportunity to
become a ubiquitous part of the web environment, accessible to everyone”. This is the route
we chose for KRISTINA.

11

https://www.mixamo.com/

12

AutodeskMaya. URL: <http://www.autodesk.es/products/maya/overview>

13

AutodeskMotionbuilder. URL: <http://www.autodesk.com/products/motionbuilder/overview>

14

Blender. URL: <https://www.blender.org/>

15

WebGLspecification; 2011. URL: <http://www.khronos.org/registry/ webgl/specs/latest/1.0/>
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In order to provide real-time rendering, scene setup and scripting, a 3D engine and scene
editor is required. The first stage of 3D technologies on the web presents already a quite
complete panorama. There are several libraries available, such as SceneJS16 and Three.js17 to
create 3D scenes on the web without having to struggle with the low-level layer. Yet, these
libraries are created for, and addressed to, people with a good knowledge of 3D graphics
programming, as discussed in our survey. Thus, we have been working towards an online 3D
scene editor forthose who wish to integrate a 3D scene into their websites or web-based
applications, WebGLStudio (Agenjo et al., 2013) and have less knowledge of low-level
graphics programming.
Besides our extensive review of the state of the art in 3D graphics on the web, we recently
reviewed the 3D animation engines for the web browser (Ahire et al. 2015) and scene
editors. Common editors such as Unity3D18 and Blender (more specifically, Blend4Web) can
export scenes for the web browser and are becoming more and more mature, although the
web scenes do not support many features required for KRISTINA. Thus, we decided to
expand our own 3D scene editor mentioned above, WebGLStudio. We undertook the
required expansions and developments of the editor to transform the virtual character into
an Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA): a virtual character with interactive and
conversational skills. Other scene editor and engine inside the browser is Clara.io19, which
has features similar to our own WebGLStudio, although it is more oriented towards 3D
modelling.
Recent advances in web technologies have shown promising steps towards capable webbased ECAs, reinforcing the choice made of the web to support Kristina agent(s). ECAs as
desktop applications present drawbacks for both developers and users; the former have to
develop for each device and operating system and the latter must install additional software,
limiting their widespread use. Llorach and Blat (2016) have demonstrated, through the
integration of some off-the-shelf technologies, in particular, the Web Speech API, Web Audio
API, WebGL and Web Workers, together with our own novel work in the creation and
support of the embodiment aspects through WebGLStudio, based on the KRISTINA work, the
possibility of a simple fully functional web-based 3D ECA accessible from any modern device.
While WebGL allows web developers to use hardware accelerated rendering, it does not
solve a central issue of web-based 3D, that of data transmission. It is only recently (Chun,
2012; Potenziani, 2015) that researchers have noted that, given that web-based applications
involve real-time transmission of data, the decompression time in the JavaScript layer of the
browser is of equal (or, indeed, greater) importance for the final user experience than the
basic compression rate. We developed a custom state-of-the-art mesh compression
specialized for the web (Evans et al., to appear), which is described in section 5.3.

16

Kay L. Scene.js. 2010. URL: <http://www.scene.js.org/>

17

Cabello R. Three.JS. 2010. URL: <http://threejs.org/>

18

Unity3D. URL: <http://unity3d.com/es/>

19

Clara.io. URL: <https://clara.io/>
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5.1.3 Facial expression
It is essential that facial expressions are accurate in order to properly communicate. Beale
and Creed (2009) reviewed papers dealing with the influence of synthetic agent emotion on
user attitudes, perceptions and behavior. Non-real-time applications can spend as long as
needed to create facial expressions. For instance, film productions pre-define manually facial
animations, requiring small adjustments in each frame to achieve realism and a large
diversity of the facial expressions. On the contrary, the facial expression of ECAs needs to be
controlled in almost real-time without the possibility of small adjustments and corrections
during the reproduction.
Facial expressions of ECAs can be controlled at different abstraction levels: high level labels
such as smile, angry and displeasure; low-level instructions such as those provided in MPEG4 (Tekalp, 2000) or the Facial Action Coding Scheme (FACS) (Ekman and Friesen, 1977). The
Behavior Markup Language (BML) (Kopp et al. 2006), is a common markup language to
control ECAs, and uses instructions to control FACS. Both control systems suffer from
different problems. High level labels limit the encoding capabilities to a set of predefined
expressions, and low-level instructions control specific parts of the face which need another
level of abstraction in order to make expressive facial animations. An intermediate approach
was proposed by GTI-UPF in Romeo (2016), where a multi-axial emotional space was used to
generate facial expressions combining several FACS. The approach uses a valence-arousal
(also known as activation – evaluation) space, which has been considered as appropriate in
other research works as KRISTINA, and has been recently become more widespread in the
literature. For instance, Hyde et al. (2014) use a valence-arousal based system to understand
how to animate the faces of realistic characters to improve perceptions of emotions and
naturalness with the goal of creating more compelling interactive applications; see also Hyde
et al. (2015). Our approach is derived from our previous work, adapted to web animation.
5.1.4 Gesture animation
Gesture animation is subject to similar issues as facial expressions generation. Non-real-time
applications can afford to create a different gesture every time and achieve high realism and
expressivity. In the case of KRISTINA, the animations have to be generated automatically,
and in real-time according to the content that is being communicated. Several approaches
have been proposed in this research topic. Pre-recorded animations can be created offline to
achieve realism, but they might suffer from repetition during a conversation and also fail to
match what is being said (Marsella et al., 2013). Other approaches can gather data during
conversations to train models, which are then used to generate animations in real-time
according to the conversation (Levine et al., 2010, Le et al., 2012). One of the major
drawbacks of these approaches is that they rely on the gathered data, and might therefore
not be able to reproduce underrepresented gestures. BML represents an alternative
approach, where timings of pre-recorded gestures can be controlled. The speed and times of
significant moves can be controlled, so the ECA can synchronize movements with the speech
and mood. Consistently with our approach to facial expression, our work on gesture
animation relies on BML. To improve the quality and variety of animations, we have created
a state machine system, as it exists in some engines such as Unity, already mentioned; for
the moment it allows only very basic functionality.
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Figure 14: BML synchroniz
synchronization attributes for gestures20.

5.2

Approach

5.2.1 Pipeline
After the review of different tools to design virtual characters, set up the scene and render,
we decided to implement a pipeline where ECAs can be created and set up in a short time.
The choice of Makehuman to design the agents, as different ethnicities are considered and
might be convenient for KRISTINA to design agents with
ith different cultural traits (See Figures
15 to 17), has been supplemented in the last stages of the project with the use of Mixamo,
as it allows better integration with animations, and this was needed to be able to reproduce
the new output of the mode se
selector.. Once the virtual character is designed, it is exported
into Blender,, where the blend shapes for the facial expressions are set up and other small
details are fixed. There are plugins for Blender that facilitate the importing and editing of the
virtual character. Although Blender has the additional advantage of supporting body
animation, these aspects can be dealt with by using Mixamo, which ensures better
integration of the animations with the skeleton, fixing some animation glitches found when
the implementation of gesture animations was being carried out starting with Makehuman.
The virtual agent is then imported into the 3D scene editor WebGLStudio,
WebGLStudio whose most
21
updated stable version is at GitHub . The
he components and scripts for the ECA are prepared
prepare
in WebGLStudio.. After configuration of a few parameters, the virtual character from the
previous pipeline steps becomes a web
web-based ECA.

20

http://www.mindmakers.org/projects/bml
http://www.mindmakers.org/projects/bml-1-0/wiki/Wiki

21

https://github.com/jagenjo/webglstudio.js/
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Figure 15: Creating virtual humans with different ethnicities in Makehuman.
Makehuman

Figure 16: Designing blend shapes in Blender.

Figure 17: Importing the virtual character into WebGLStudio.
WebGLStudio
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5.2.2 Web based system
We decided to use a web based system to facilitate the use of the application. There is no
need to install additional software or configuration files but to have a modern web browser,
which most computers have. As it runs on the browser, the front-end application is
compatible with most platforms (PC, Mac, Mobile, Tablet, Linux, Windows, etc.). Our custom
3D scene editor, WebGLStudio, permits to write scripts and increase the complexity of the
scene to import virtual characters and implement advanced features in order to make it an
ECA.
We have also introduced a novel, web-oriented strategy for mesh compression, which takes
into account animation too. The main traits of the strategy are discussed in more detail in
section 5.3.
5.2.3 Facial expressions
For the facial expressions we used the facial animation system proposed by Romeo (2016),
as the KRISTINA ontology can be mapped to the multi-axial space: the values coming from
previous KRISTINA modules are used to generate the suitable expressions. We had to
prepare a novel web implementation, as Romeo’s system was desktop based. We used the
synchronisation attributes of the BML standard so that the facial expressions have smooth
changes. In addition, we implemented low-level control of pre-defined facial lexemes of the
BML standard, allowing the agent to reproduce lip-syncing animations and opening a door to
low-level facial control. In the final stages of the project there have been improvements in
the generation pipeline, so that more reliable and standardized blend shapes across the
three virtual characters can be provided. These blend shapes result in a better, more natural
face expressivity, and can be more easily integrated with TALN-UPF lip-syncing upgrades,
mapping phonemes to visemes data uniformly for all virtual characters.
5.2.4 Gestures animation
As regards to the animation of gestures, we have advanced towardsa (partial)
implementation of a BML Realizer, with the goal of achieving a standard web-based ECA.
Blending of the animations in a way that looks natural or attractive is a complex issue. We
have been building a state machine. In some cases, the animations are custom made, to
provide an appropriate output, although this approach is not scalable. The scalability of the
gestures animation implementation will be the subject of future work. The generation of the
gestures animation is based on the semantic information coming from other KRISTINA
modules which provide input (valence and arousal, prosody marks, duration of the sentence,
etc.).

5.3

Implementation of KRISTINA virtual character

As indicated, our approach consists of generating automatically facial animations, while
using a multi-axial emotional animation space, to which the KRISTINA ontology can be
mapped. This animation space can then be mapped to specific deformations, permitting
gradual and minor adjustments to the expressed emotions, as opposed to sudden changes in
behavior (unless such changes are required, which is supported as well). Implementing
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believable lip-sync integrated in the animations is another aspect of the avatar generation
task. In the final stages of the project, the subtasks switched focus to a more holistic view of
the ECA and incorporate body animation into the model. As indicated earlier, animations
have been based on the use of Mixamo. A more scalable, automatized approach to gestures
animation, possibly using motion capture, or re-using animations libraries is envisaged for
the future. The stylising of animations is a relevant research issue, which can be used to
express emotions in gestures. This is also left as future work, which could be based on some
earlier work of GTI-UPF on animation tweaking.
5.3.1 Pipeline and characters created
To create the virtual characters, we used Makehuman until the final stages of the project. In
the final stages we complementary switched to Mixamo, as it allows more flexibility in the
integration of the characters with the animations.
In Blender we modify and add several features of the agent. First, we cut the high-poly face
and put it together with a low-poly body, as we need a relatively light mesh for downloading
it into the client’s browser. In this exported model, the shoes are not rigged properly and
need fixing, as well as the tongue (no weight for the jaw) and the teeth (too above and
inside the mouth). Another feature that adds realism is to add weights in the eyelids for the
eye bones so when the eyes move the eyelids will move slightly (when we look down our
eyelids follow, for example). A further step is to create the blend shapes for the facial
expressions. This is a manual step that requires somewhat of an artistic talent and it is quite
difficult to standardise across characters, as they all have different facial geometry.
The final step is to transfer the virtual character from Blender to WebGlStudio. We export to
COLLADA22, a 3D asset format, and import it inside the 3D scene editor, where all the
textures and materials are created. In WebGLStudio we add the scripts (websockets and
communications, BML realizer…) and components (inverse kinematics, animations,
rendering effects, etc.) to the virtual character to transform it into an ECA. As a result, a
number of characters have already been created and tested, as shown in section 5.4. With
the different software used, we have been creating different generations of characters,
somehow stereotypical.
In addition, we created an extra set of clothes and hairstyles, as well as normal and specular
maps for different ages and genders, in order to give more realism to the characters.

22

COLLADA. URL: <https://www.khronos.org/collada/>
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Figure 18: Color texture, specular map and normal map.
5.3.2 Web based system
All the implementation for the real
real-time
time application is done using our custom JavaScript
libraries23. Our custom 3D scene editor supports many features that permit the development
of scenes and particularly, a web
web-based ECA. Aside from basic
sic functionalities, the novel
features are:
· Animation system: creation of tracks and key points, triggers and events in scene context,
skinning.
· COLLADA importer: meshes, bones, skinning, blend shapes, materials, lights and cameras.
· Novel web-based light baking.
· Blend shape interpolation through the GPU.
· Server storage and user accounts.
· HTML overlay for easyand standard GUI design.
· Canvas2D overlay for easy GUI rendering
· Graph behaviors
rs to make interactive scenes without coding.
· Improved scripting system for easy tweaking the render pipeline
· Event manager and tweening.
· Support of external scripts.
· One-click
click publish on the web.
· Shader system.
· Resource manager for storing, cloning, duplicating and instancing assets.

23

GitHubWebGLStudio.
Studio. URL: <https://github.com/jagenjo/webglstudio.js>
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Figure 19: WebGLStudio interface with an ECA.
We have developed and implemented a compression method, which achieves a balance
between compression performance and decompression speed in the browser. The method
has more efficient index buffer storage, more efficient normal vector compression, an
improved transmission vector, a more powerful conversion pipeline, and features
progressive transfer, and it permits the use of textures and more complex materials (such as
normal maps), which were not previously supported by comparable methods (Potenziani,
2015).

Figure 20: Progressive mesh decompression (Evans et al.
al.,, to appear).
appear
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5.3.3 Facial expressions
As indicated earlier, the implementation is a completely new, web
web-based implementation of
a previous approach to automate facial expr
expressions carried out by GTI-UPF
UPF (Romeo,
(Romeo 2016),
and integrated thanks to the developments made in WebGLStudio.
The facial expression system relies on the idea of interpolating a neutral facial pos
pose together
with four ‘extreme’ poses, using Plase
Plasencia’s four schemes as a model (Plasencia
Plasencia, 1993) for
the eye brows and the mouth. In total there are 11 predefined facial weights in different
positions of the valence and arousal wheel. The system interpola
interpolates
tes between the nearest
near
predefined facial expressions in the 2D axial space.

Figure 21: Positioning of the predefined facial expressions in the valence (horizontal axis)
and arousal (vertical axis) space.
Each ECA has 8 main blend
nd shapes: smile, sad, kiss, lips closed, eyebrows down, eyebrows
up, eyebrows oblique and eyelids down, which differ a bit from the ones proposed by
Romeo (2016).. These blend shapes are combined to produce facial expressions and lip
syncing. The multi-axial
al emotional space (valence and arousal) generates different facial
expressions according to some predefined facial expressions in the space. To change from
one expression to another, the blend shapes are interpolated from the initial face to the
target face,
ce, instead of moving through the emotional space and generating intermediate
facial expressions - this was the strategy used in Romeo (2016),, but it seems that the
interpolation of the blend shapes produce a more natural animation
animation,, a feature that is
currently
ntly being tested with animators
animators.. The control of these facial expressions is not covered
by the standard BML and it has been implemented as an exten
extension
sion of it, as a facial behavior
behavio
(see Figure 22).
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Figure 22: Different facial ex
expressions
pressions corresponding to different positions in the valencevalence
arousal space.
The
he system has to take into account that when the agent is speaking, the blend shapes
corresponding to the mouth are controlled by the lip syncing module, replacing the mouth
parameters
ameters defined for facial expression. In order to test the initial set up of the lip blend
shapes GTI-UPF
UPF developed a simple web
web-based lip-sync system (Llorach
ach et al. 2016).
2016)
Lip syncing has been an active area of research for some years, where knowledge aand
expertise in speech processing, computer graphics and human animation are required.
Although many solutions provide real
real-time lip-sync, commonly their parameters are
generated using pre-recorded
recorded speech and then lip
lip-sync
sync isreproduced in real-time.
real
Few
solutions generate lip-sync
sync based on live input, and due to the complexity of their
algorithms, they cannot work in a web browser. Our lip-sync
sync solution uses the resources of
the web to analyze the audio signal and extract the lip parameters with live input and in realtime. The algorithm calculates the short
short-term
term power spectrum and extracts the energies of
different frequency bands, which are then mapped to three blend shapes through a set of
equations. This novel lip-syncing
syncing approach is straightforward, requires
uires no training and works
with live input in the web browser, which can be a significant contribution for developers
and researchers that cannot afford many resources in this aspect of facial animation.
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Figure 23: Diagram of live
ive speech processing for real
real-time lip-sync
sync (Llorach et al. 2016).
5.3.4 Gestures animation
Besides the facial expression and lip
lip-syncing
syncing described above, the first gesture animations
that were implemented on the basis of BML, were functionalities that co
contribute to head
movements and gaze, resulting in aan
n ECA capable of head behavior
behavio and gaze, with
possibilities of doing them at the same time by a mixed motion.
The current implementation of the BML realizer allows us to interpret BML blocks with
semantic information coming from other KRISTINA modules, as well as valence and arousal,
prosody marks, duration of the sentence, etc. This information is gathered and processed to
display customized animations and gestures (not yet supported on inverse kinematics)
taking into account the information received as input. Currently the BML realizer interprets
some input received on the basis of an elementary BML planner developed by GTI
GTI-UPF.
To facilitate the debugging of the realizer, GTI
GTI-UPF
UPF has developed a web tool, shown in the
following Figure 24, to drag logs of previous interactions and improve nonverbal behavior of
the agent; standard
tandard BML messages are also accepted (XML)
(XML).
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Figure 24: Web test tool.

5.4

Results and evaluation

This subsection discusses both the technical evaluations carried out with respect to different
elements previously described, and the overall integrated evaluation, the fitness-for-purpose
related to KRISTINA objectives.
5.4.1 Pipeline and virtual characters created
First of all, we achieved the more or less smooth integration of the three different elements,
Makehuman/Mixamo, Blender, and WebGLStudio into a pipeline, patching and modifying
the aspects, which were required. Besides this technical integration, we tested the designed
pipeline through working in producing several characters (see Figure 25), adapted for
KRISTINA multicultural needs. The whole process of creating a virtual character in
Makehuman/Mixamo, adding blend shapes and other features in Blender and importing and
setting up the ECA scene within WebGLStudio, takes now less than a day of work. Thus,
having an ECA ready to be controlled on the web browser becomes an accessible task.
Furthermore, all software used is open source.
Another evaluation issue is whether the virtual characters created are suitable for KRISTINA
needs, such as, for instance, whether they support appropriately multiculturalism (other
aspects are empathy, authority, etc.). Some aspects of this evaluation will be carried out as
part of the evaluation of the basic KRISTINA system with users. See the questionnaire in the
Annex, where some questions are related to this aspect.
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Figure 25: Images of some virtual characters created during tthe
he project.

Figure 26: Images of the most recent virtual characters.
The following table provides the characteristics of the three current virtual characters, which
reflect the cultural diversity aimed at by the project.
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Caucasian female






Adult, white/fair skin
Medium-long brunette
hair
Shirt/polo/blouse,
trousers
Middle weight, middle
height, gentle
Scene on the
background (cosy living
room)

Semitic female






Adult, olive / moderate
brown skin
Long black hair
White coat, healthcare
pants*
Medium height, black
eyes
Colored background /
Scene background

Semitic male






Adult, olive / moderate
brown skin
Short brunette hair, no
facial hair
Polo and trousers
Thin-middle weight,
gentle
Colored background /
Scene background

5.4.2 Web based system
A first version of WebGLStudio was presented at the conference Web3D (Agenjo et al.,
2013), where the paper got the best short paper award, which illustrates the high
positioning of the environment we have been developing. A more recent indicator providing
evidence about its strength compared to the state-of-the-art alternatives is the number of
stars at GitHub: at the moment of writing this deliverable, the number is over 1,900, which
can be considered as high. On the other hand, we tested ourselves the extended
functionalities of WebGLStudio to support the requirements of KRISTINA. The fact that we
were able to create the whole environment to perform automated facial expression is the
challenging test we used and being able to carry it out shows that the extended
functionalities worked as intended.
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Figure 27: Shaders and rendering features in WebGLStudio.
We tested extensively the approach to web compression for meshes described above. On
the whole, we improved on Google’s WebGL
WebGL-Loader (Chun, 2012),, which can be considered
the state of the art by more efficient index buffer storage and normal vector compression,
and an improved transmission vector permitting much larger meshes: this leads to near
100% compression gains over the published results. Comparing it with progressive transfer
of meshes the gain is 4x speed improvement over (Limper et al., 2013)) or the support of
scenes with multiple meshes, mate
materials, and shading groups over (Potenziani
Potenziani, 2015). Alun et
al. (to appear) discusses in detail this, and other aspects, such as visual quality and
compression-decompression
compression pipeline usability.
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OUR
OUR
(octahedral) (fibonacci)

Open
CTM

WebGL
Load.

Sketch Fab

File Size (MB)

2.7

2.6

3.5

5.1

4.6

Decompression time
(ms)

300

300

2000

1100*

n/a

Decomp. rate
(Mtris/second)

3.2

3.2

0.55

9.6

n/a

Full download @
5Mbps (seconds)

5.2

5.1

8.1

5.5

11

Mesh split

No

No

No

Yes

n/a

Table 12: Comparison of single-rate compression performance for the happy buddha mesh
between our method (in the two versions of normal compression, octahedral and fibonacci),
OpenCTM (Geelnard, 2010), WebGL-loader (Chun, 2015), and Sketchfab24 (unpublished
results from professional software). All results are taken after HTTP gzip compression (*Total
of 10 sub-meshes, decoded in series during download).

5.4.3 Facial expressions
We integrated the KRISTINA ontology of emotions in the facial expressions system. An initial
evaluation of the facial expressions was carried out in Romeo (2016). A user-study was
conducted over the web, with 425 responses coming from, at least, 50 different users,
showing nine animated facial expressions, and 85.92% of the facial expressions were either
correctly identified or were sufficiently close, identifying associated emotions. If these
results are compared with identification of 3D scans of facial expressions, the percentages of
recognition are quite similar and even better in some cases. The expressivity of the face was
evaluated in the first user studies based on KRISTINA first prototype (see questionnaire in
the Annex).
The lip syncing approach could be combined with the facial animation model, permitting to
realise facial expressions while speaking. The simple real-time lip-sync approach resulted in
two systems, using WebGLStudio and Blender, respectively (Llorach et al., 2016). Their
results seem to be promising towards a fast and affordable solution for applications, such as
web-based ECAs, that do not require high accuracy lip-sync and cannot spend many
resources in it.

24

Sketchfab, 2015. URL: <https://sketchfab.com/>
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Figure 28: Viewer’s test results dispersion graph (Romeo 2016).
The users of the KRISTINA pilot found some problems in the animations of the characters,
especially with respect to the idle behavior, which appears for quite a long time on the
screen, because of the latency that the different KRISTINA modules introduce. The
movements were found unnatural and disturbing: they were attracting the attention of the
users, instead of focusing the user on the dialogue. GTI-UPF has been working on trying to
provide more unobtrusive animations for the idle behavior.
5.4.4 Gestures animation
Our web implementation of a BML realiser has resulted into some functionalities for the
agent, such as gaze behavior, head behavior (among other movements) and facial
expressions through valence and arousal as an extension. The main goal of the final stages of
the work has been to provide visibility for the mode selector, especially cultural aspects. We
have tested that our implementation work was working correctly, in real-time, as required
by KRISTINA, and covering a range of animations requested which would make visible the
result of other modules, responding to the input of those modules.

5.5

Future work

In technical terms, 1) we expect to be making final adjustments due to the recent addition of
Mixamo to MakeHuman, improving by tweaking the recently created virtual characters
together with the users; 2) we will continue to enhance the web-based tools as needed; 3)
we will ensurethe robustness of the web-based BML Realiser supporting expressive gestures,
expanding the range of capabilities, towards a web-based ECA controlled via BML, which
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should become a useful tool for the research community and 4) we will ensure a stable
integration into the KRISTINA prototype.
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6

COORDINATION OF MODALITIES IN COMMUNICATION
GENERATION

6.1

Related work

During a conversation, different non-verbal cues are made together with speech. These cues
provide useful information in the conversation and are in agreement with speech.
Consequently, embodied conversation agents are expected to appropriately use language,
facial expressions and gestures. A considerable number of works addresses the two aspects
of the problem: (i) when to select what modality, and (ii) how to synchronize the different
modalities such that overall behavior of the agent appears coherent and natural. Recently,
the problem has often been restricted to planning the non-verbal behavior of an agent
(Freigang and Kopp, 2016; Quintas et al., 2016). In this case, the verbal mode is assumed to
be already given, either as speech or in terms of written statements. To plan the facial
expressions and gestures, the speech respectively the written statements are then analyzed
and, depending on the identified linguistic and/or content features, specific facial
expressions and gestures are assigned to acoustic/linguistic segments.

6.2

Approach

While this strategy described above seems appropriate when an off-the-shelf verbal
communication generator is used or when the agent is supposed to follow a predefined
already spelled-out script, it is counter-intuitive from a holistic perspective on dynamic
communication: facial expressions and gestures are not simply an add-on to language.
Rather, all modalities play together in order to produce a natural communication move of
the agent (Cassell et al., 1999). Such a holistic view on the planning of a move is required, for
instance, in the context of a flexible embodied multilingual and multicultural conversation
agent as targeted in KRISTINA.
In multimodal dialogue and virtual agent research, several proposals have been made
towards a holistic fission model on the dialogue side, which tend to assign a specific modality
or a combination thereof to moves or to move elements in predefined dialogue scripts
(Foster, 2005; Walker et al., 2004). The problem is that when broader conversation topics
are to be covered and the agent needs to count with spontaneous interventions of the
human, predefined dialogue scripts are not adequate. In this light, SAIBA-framework25
foresees three stages of behavior realization: intent planning, behavior planning (BP), and
behavior realization. Modality selection is foreseen to take place in the BP module. However,
BP has to span between abstract Functional Markup Language communicative intention
representations as output by the intent planning to a very detailed synchronization
alignment between specific modality realizations. We believe that it is necessary to separate
modality assignment from synchronization of the specific modality realizations since both

25

http://www.mindmakers.org/projects/saiba/wiki
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tasks are situated at very different levels of abstraction and require different types of
information.

6.3

Implementation in KRISTINA

In KRISTINA, the semantic structures produced by the multimodal communication analysis
modules are projected onto genuine ontological (OWL) structures, fused and integrated by
the knowledge integration (KI) service into the knowledge base (KB). Furthermore, a
dedicated search engine feeds into the KI service background multimodal information from
the web and relevant curated information sources in order to ensure that the agent is
knowledgeable about the topics raised by the human counterpart and to facilitate the
realization of flexible reasoning-based dialogue strategies.
Modality selection (MS) receives input from two sources: the modules controlled by the
interaction manager and the addressee profile, which is stored in the KB. The interaction
manager is embedded in the Visual Scene Maker (VSM) framework, which is used as a
communication shell and for modelling the idle behavior of the agent. The dialogue manager
(DM) chooses the best system reaction in accordance with the analyzed user move, the
user’s emotion and culture and the recent dialogue history; so, it solicits first from the KI
module possible reactions that are reasoned over the KB. DM output is enriched by
communicative labels, which mark which parts of the content are considered to be the core
of the transmitted message.
The assignment of communicative labels to content elements has the advantage that they
can be used and realized by each individual modality independently, by means that are
available to this modality. Figure 29 shows a sample input structure provided to MS.
:sa1 a la:SystemAction ;
:stmt1 la:context (:like1 a onto:Like) ;
dialogue:contains :da1 .
la:agent (:Alp a onto:CareRecipient).
:da1 a dialogue:Declare ;
:Alp thematicity:theme true.
dialogue:arousal 0.5 ;
:stmt2 la:context :like1 ;
dialogue:valence 1.0 .
la:theme (:ins1 a onto:Baklawa) .
dialogue:semContent :sit1, :sit2.
:ins1thematicity:rheme true.
:sit1 a la:Situation ;
:stmt3 la:context :like1
la:contains :stmt1, :stmt2 .
la:manner (:ins2 a onto:Always);
:sit2 a la:Situation ;
:ins2 thematicity:rheme true.
la:contains :stmt2, :stmt3 .
:like1thematicity:rheme true.

Figure 29: Input structure to Modality Selection.
The structure contains the following types of information: (1) name of the dialogue act, (2)
the content to be communicated by the agent, (3) valence, (4) arousal, and (5) thematicity
labels. It encodes the facts that a care recipient Alp likes Baklawa, and that it always used to
like it. From the user profile, MS uses a series of features: culture to which the user belongs,
age, gender, personality, proximity to the agent, etc. This allows us to adapt the
communication of the agent to its conversation counterpart.
MS in KRISTINA is performed in two stages: (i) the modalities are assigned to the content
elements in the received input structure, and then related in terms of a discourse structure;
and (ii) the modalities are instantiated. (i) is processed by the Modality & Discourse Planning
module, and (ii) is processed by the Modality Instantiation module.
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In the modality planning, the assignment of the modalities to the individual content chunks
is currently rule-based. In discourse planning, given that in KRISTINA there is no “ground”
modality to which the other modalities are assigned, but, rather, all modalities are used as
equal. They are assigned to content elements in the same dialogue act quasi independently
from each other, and they need to be related in order to form a coherent discourse. Then,
apart from the discourse alignment between the modalities, a discourse structure between
the verbal elements must be defined. For this purpose, we explore a discourse structuring
technique that originates from text generation, based on the Rhetorical Structure Theory
(RST) (Moore et al., 1993; Mann and Thompson, 2009). Apart from the conventional set of
RST relations (such as elaboration, cause, justification, etc.), the relation simultaneity is also
used. The relations hold between elementary discourse units (EDU) to which one or several
modalities are assigned.
In the modality instantiation, each modality is instantiated separately and then passed to the
Multimodal Behavior Synchronization module, where the instantiations in different
modalities are synchronized in terms of the Behavior Markup Language (BML), drawing
upon the temporal conditions imposed by the relations of the RST discourse structure. The
output is a BML description that is passed to the BML Realizer, where the instantiated
gestures and facial expressions are generated, in synchrony with the language uttered by the
agent.
The realization of the verbal modality is carried out by a full-fledged multilingual text
generator (Mille et al., 2017). The facial expressions and gestures that can be handled by the
character are specified in the so-called mimicon respectively gesticon, where to each facial
expression/gesture its high level description features as provided by the MS are assigned.
See, for example, a sample entry in the mimicon Figure 30.
<description>
<fe>JoyfulExpression<intensity>high</intensity></fe>
<valence>1.0</valence><arousal>0.5</arousal></description>
<mimics> broad smile</mimics>

Figure 30: Sample entry of the mimicon.

6.4

Future work

As future work in Mode Selection towards the final prototype, we plan to train a classifier to
enhance the current rule-based system. In the current prototype, modalities are designed to
cover a set of dialogue acts, user profiles and are extended to allow content interpretation.
However, they have limited capacities, i.e., some inputs -e.g. a new user profile that has not
been considered before- would lead to a non adequate response.
Training a classifier to automatically relate those inputs with appropriate parameters to
define mode selection allows relaxing the restrictions in the rule-based system and
automatically selecting the modalities that better fit with the inputs –and with the verbal
output– avoiding the need of defining a rule for each input, which is a hard and non-accurate
task.
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7

CONCLUSIONS

This document describes the progress of WP6 in KRISTINA project. It focuses on tasks T6.2
(Coordination of the modalities in communication generation), T6.3 (Expressive discourse
generation), T6.4 (Expressive speech synthesis), and T6.5 (Development of an expressive
avatar), and provides a description of the work done on the aforementioned tasks.
With respect to expressive discourse generation, we detail the general approach followed
for going from ontological representations to well-formed texts. We describethe successive
mappings to conceptual structures, semantic structures, deep- and surface-syntactic
structures, morphological structures, and finally text. The rule-based generation pipeline has
been integrated in the KRISTINA architecture; it consists of DnS-based translation rules and a
sequence of rule-based graph transducers, for which multilingual lexical resources have also
been developed. We report on various evaluations of this pipeline including the participation
of UPF to recent NLG shared task, at which very good results have been obtained. We also
report on experiments about data-driven transducers and provide an evaluation of the
statistical transducers performed on the data annotated in the context of WP3 (Task 3.3).
With respect to expressive speech synthesis, we report the technical implementation and
adaptation of the CereVoice and MaryTTS systems, and the work done on improving
expressiveness by means of communicative structure analysis and paragraph-based cues.
The speech synthesizer has been implemented in all the languages of KRISTINA: German,
Spanish, and Polish (female voice), and Turkish and Arabic (both male and female voices).
Regarding the avatar generation, the major conclusion is that the avatar support for web
based (interactive) ECAs with expressive facial and gesture animations has been made
possible, in a standardized way, through implementing a web based BML realizer (supported
on a BML planner). A pipeline has been developed creating easily multiple, customisable
virtual characters, which can become ECAs, a task which had not been envisaged, but was
necessary. Future research to strengthen the scalability of the realizer, and the stylising of
the animations is envisaged.
With respect to mode selection, modalities are currently designed to cover a set of dialogue
acts and user profiles, and are extended to allow content interpretation. Towards the final
prototype, we plan to train a classifier to enhance the current rule-based system.
There are no deviations with respect to the DoA to be reported on month 34.
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ANNEX

Multimodal Communication Production Questionnaire
Language Production
The statement(s) uttered by KRISTINA was/were perfectly understandable
completely agree

O

O

O

O

O

completely disagree

The language of KRISTINA is used in a right way, (e.g. in the utterances of KRISTINA, no
word is missing/incorrectly inserted, agreements between words are correct, and the
ordering of the words is natural).
completely agree

O

O

O

O

O

completely disagree

The amount of accurate words used by KRISTINA for the content it wants to express is
insufficient

O

O

O

O

O

optimal

The number of appropriate words used by KRISTINA for the context and the characteristics
of the listener is
insufficient

O

O

O

O

O

optimal

When KRISTINA utters more than one sentence, the number of naturally-ordered
sentences is
insufficient

O

O

O

O

O

optimal

When KRISTINA utters more than one sentence, the number of sentences related to each
other is
insufficient

O

O

O

O

O

optimal

The voice of KRISTINA sounds
unnatural

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Oexpressive

The voice of KRISTINA is
monotonous O
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Avatar appearance
KRISTINA’s face is
too stiff

O

O

O

O

O

too expressive

KRISTINA’s facial expressions are natural
completely agree

O

O

O

O

O

completely disagree

KRISTINA’s facial expressions are appropriate for the content it communicates
completely agree

O

O

O

O

O

completely disagree

The amount of gestures made by KRISTINA when it speaks is
too little

O

O

O

O

O

too much

KRISTINA’s gestures are natural
completely agree

O

O

O

O

O

completely disagree

KRISTINA’s gestures are appropriate for the content it communicates
completely agree

O

O

O

O

O

completely disagree

O

O

completely disagree

KRISTINA’s lips move as expected when it speaks
completely agree

O

O

O

The interaction of the facial expressions, gestures and speech of KRISTINA is
not synchronized

O

O

O

O
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O

completely synchronized

